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     New Equipment ►

The all-new Claw™ Max Golf Gloves by CaddyDaddy 
are designed to fit and feel like premium leather 
gloves, but unlike typical leather gloves, Max gloves 
provide amazing durability with a superior grip. The 
full synthetic leather top with mesh inserts provides 

exceptional comfort. The palm is constructed of synthetic suede 
layered with the exclusive silicone web coating for which Claw 
gloves are known.

“Our team was amazed at the lack of innovation in golf gloves. 
Leather gloves simply wear out too quickly, and synthetic gloves 
are uncomfortable and lack the club feel golfers expect,” said 
Rod Dunlap, Co-founder of CaddyDaddy. “We’ve spent many 
months testing various materials and designs; we finally obtained 
synthetic leather that’s up to our standards for the new Claw Max 
gloves. All our Claw Gloves help golfers relieve grip pressure due 
to the tacky nature of the silicone palm, which improves player 
confidence on every swing. Our testing has shown the Max will 
last 30 or more rounds minimum — with some players getting 
upwards of 80 rounds out of a single glove!”

I’ve been using CaddyDaddy Claw Max golf gloves for the last 
five years and love the feel and great grips. It’s the only golf 
glove I wear. My take is no other golf glove grips like the Claw 
— best gripping golf glove I’ve ever used. I tell golf friends it’s 
like wearing a wide receiver’s gloves — tacky enough for one-
handed touchdown catches. Having a good grip on your clubs is 
more important than many golfers think. If a glove is slick or you 
have sweaty hands and lose your grip the club will twist in your 
hand, causing shots to go off the intended flight path and/or loss 
of distance. Plus, it’s a bonus that not only do Claw Max gloves 
wear well (long-lasting), but the glove’s flex-mesh upper allows 
excellent airflow, so on those hot days, your hand stays cool. Oh, 
did I say — it grips like a Claw!

New to the August 2023 released Claw Max Golf Glove version 
is the more durable material on the top side of the hand. 
Previous versions were made of a texture suede-like material that 
got dirty quicker and did not hold up as well with multiple uses 
and heavy sweating. CaddyDaddy listened to golfers and now the 

newest version includes a durable full synthetic smooth leather-
like top. It will stay cleaner longer, endure heavy sweating, and 
wash far better.

Here are some key features of the newest Claw Max Glove:
 ● Synthetic Leather Promotes Added Stability
 ● Silicone-Web Coating on Palm Enhances Amazing Grip
 ● Looks New Longer than Leather
 ● Palm will not Crack, Harden, or Tear
 ● Remarkable Comfort and Performance
 ● Claw gloves last significantly longer than leather gloves for 

most players
 ● Players are averaging 30+ rounds with Claw gloves 
 ● Produced with 100% Synthetic Materials
 ● Machine Washable
 ● Conforms with the Rules of Golf

Claw MAX Men’s golf gloves are available in M/L sizes in both 
LH, RH and cadet M/L in LH at $24.99 each. The Claw Women’s 
Golf Gloves retail at $22.99. Orders are fulfilled by CaddyDaddy, 
Chandler, AZ. Orders arrive in 2-6 business days. Order your Max 
golf gloves at www.clawglove.com.  

Editorial by Bill Cromwell

The New 2023 CaddyDaddy 
Claw Max Glove top includes 

a durable full synthetic smooth 
leather-like top. 

 Previous glove top versions were 
a texture suede-like material. 

CaddyDaddy
Unveils Its New Claw Max Golf Glove

http://www.clawglove.com
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2023 Golf Gloves
& Prepare for Travel

But Wait! TEE TIMES GOLF GUIDE 
Magazine readers can get a limited-time 
“Discount of 20% Off” on all non-sale items 
by entering the code AZ20 at checkout. 
 

Preparing for a 
Winter Golf Getaway?
Pack your essentials in the New CaddyDaddy Golf 
First-Class Carry-On Wheeled Duffel.

The new CaddyDaddy “First-Class Carry-On 
Wheeled Duffel” is the perfect lightweight luggage 
for your next golf trip. This bag is Super Durable, 
made from Military Grade Ballistic Nylon to 
withstand the toughest baggage-handling conditions 
and keep your gear protected. This 22-inch 
carry-on duffel bag is built for superior 
performance with easy rolling oversized 
wheels and all the features you will need 
for the long haul. CaddyDaddy’s “Drop-
Top” design makes for easy packing with 
its top-loading shoe pocket and felt-lined 
valuables pocket. You can even use the 
included adjustable luggage coupling 
straps for easy one-handed caravan 
transport of multiple bags, purse, 
backpack, and even the Companion 
First-Class Golf Travel Bag Cover. 
CaddyDaddy is so confident in the durability of 
this bag that it offers a two-year Full Replacement Warranty that 
even covers damage caused by the airlines.

Additional Features Include:
 ● 1000D Ballistic Nylon Construction
 ● Premium Inline Skate Wheels
 ● Push Button Telescopic Handle
 ● YKK Lockable Zippers
 ● Top-Loading Shoe Pocket
 ● Two Adjustable Luggage Straps for Adding Extra Gear
 ● Molded Carry Handles on Both Sides
 ● Drop-Top Design
 ● Two-Year Full Replacement Warranty

The First-Class Carry-On Luggage Duffel is available in blue or 
black, retailing at $199.95 each. For more information, images of 
the First-Class Carry-On Duffel, or to order, visit CaddyDaddy 
online at www.caddydaddygolf.com. TEE TIMES GOLF GUIDE 
Magazine readers can get a limited-time “Discount of 20% Off” 
on all non-sale items by entering the code AZ20 at checkout.

CaddyDaddy also offers six excellent golf club travel bags. Weight 
is very important when choosing a golf club travel bag, and Caddy 
Daddy offers some of the lightest travel bags so you stay within 
the allotted airline weight limits. Check them out.                     

The New CaddyDaddy Claw Max 
Glove The palm is constructed of 
synthetic suede layered with the 

exclusive silicone web coating that 
provides a “Tacky” Claw grip. 

https://www.TeeTimesMagazine.com
http://www.caddydaddygolf.com

